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Exhibit A Employee Disclosure  Statement
 The University of Central Florida(UCF) has determined that a conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest exists by the Employee's relationships and financial interests noted below.  The University has determined that the noted conflict can be managed through an appropriate monitoring plan agreed to by the Employee.  As part of that monitoring plan, all applicable UCF personnel and students are being advised of these relationships and financial interests by means of this disclosure statement. 
Briefly describe the outside activity or financial interest.  Describe work of the Employee at the University and distinguish it from any work done for the Entity
 In addition to the Employee, the College/Area Representative may be contacted for consultation should you have any questions regarding these relationships or regarding any potential conflicts of interest, including questions concerning research design and conduct, use of University resources, employee or student assignments and ownership of intellectual property. 
College/Area Representative:
College/Research Unit:
Dean/Research Unit Director Name:
Title:
Campuses Address:
Phone:
E-Mail:
 
You may also contact the Office of Research and Commercialization Research Integrity Compliance  - Conflict of Interest Unit concerning these matters at coi@ucf.edu or (407) 823-3378.
 
 Acknowledgement of Individual Receiving this Notification: 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